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FOREWORD BY THE MIDDLE EAST SOLAR INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION
Global demand for renewable energy has risen rapidly in the past
several years and by the end of 2011 supplied almost 20% of global
final energy consumption. Renewables have thus become a vital part
of the global energy mix, and solar energy is playing a particularly
important role. Installed capacity for solar photovoltaics (PV) grew at
an average rate of 60% between 2008 and 2012, and concentrating
solar thermal power (CSP) capacity increased on average more than
40% per year during the same period. Given the growing importance
of solar energy to the global energy system, it is critical that people
of all ages and in all parts of the world understand the opportunity for
solar energy. It is particularly important that students understand the
opportunity for solar energy since they are the leaders of tomorrow and
are at the forefront of a global sustainable energy transition.The Middle
East Solar Industry Association (MESIA) is therefore proud to deliver
this studentreport focused on the opportunity for solar energy in the
United Arab Emirates. This report is written by a student for students
and serves as an example of the type of leadership that we hope will
be adopted by our next generation of sustainable energy leaders.
MESIA is a non‐profit, non‐governmental organization dedicated to
expanding the use of solar power throughout the Middle East. Working
hand‐in‐hand with not only our industry partners, but students as well,
MESIA is strengthening the local solar industryand helping to position
solar power as a leading regional source of energy in the 21st century.
Dr. Steven Griffiths

Research Director, MESIA
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
THE IMPORTANCE OF SOLAR ENERGY
The Search For Renewable Energies

Humans have an insatiable thirst for energy, and as our population increases our energy demand
continues to increaserapidly. Global electricpower has now reached 15 terawatts (the equivalent of
150 billion 100W light bulbs)and assuming anincrease in population to 9 billion and continuation of
the current growth ratein energy demand, this would increase to 100 terawatts by 2050. Even if we
take on more sustainable approaches in the future and conserve energy to the best of our ability,
we would still require 30-40 terawatts of electrical power capacityby 2050[1].
Since the industrial revolution our entire infrastructure and economy has been built upon cheap
and easily available fossil fuels, such as coal, natural gas and oil, so that these are now the most
essential resources for humankind. These fossil fuels are being rapidly consumed – an approximate
2 trillion barrels of oil were consumed over the last 100 years and another trillion is likely to be
consumed in the next 30 years [1].Naturetook millions of years to produce this amount of oil.
Current predictions state that coal reserves will be depleted in 250 years, oil in 40 years and gas
in 70 years [2].
This means that we are in an energy crisis, and the implementation of renewable energy solutions
can help solve this predicament. Renewable energies refer to energies derived from sources
that are a constant factor for us on Earth, and these sources include the sun, wind, biomass,the
ocean,hydro power and geothermal. However the move towards renewable energies needs to
be done quickly.Although the depleting fossil fuels will not affect us for a few decades at least,
governments of countries have an increasing incentive to diversify their energy sources.
Investing in renewable energy on the national and global scale is advisable for the following reasons:
•

Energy Security - The Middle East controls more than 50% of the world’s oil and the US over
a quarter of the world’s coal. The fact that such a large portion of the world’s fossil energy
resources arecontrolled by relatively few countrieshas been a concern recently. Adopting
renewable energy solutions can help a country become more energy self-sufficient[2].

•

Escalating Costs of Conventional Energies– There was a time when oil was cheap and
plentiful, but now costs are rapidly escalating. Since most of the oil reserves are concentrated
in a few geographies, transporting oil overseas adds to this cost. New oil reserves are being
found only in places with increasingly expensive extraction. Meanwhile the prices of renewable
energy generation are declining, making their use ever more encouraging[2].

•

Less Price Volatility and A Competitive Market – Renewable energy can be generated nearly
anywhere and this creates more competition between providers so that prices go down and
energy is no longer controlled by monopolies. Therefore politics and price manipulations which
existed with fossil fuels are less likely to happen [2].

•

Stimulation of Economy and Creation of Jobs – Investing in renewable energies will create a
renewable energy industry which will stimulate the economy by the extra production of goods
and services. This will increase employment, as there will be creation of new jobs associated
with the renewable energy industry[3].

•

Environmental Concerns –Burning of fossil fuels leads to the release of carbon dioxide gas
into the atmosphere,which trapsthe sun’s heat and causes global warming. Scientists advise
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that global warming has already become serious. This can lead to flooding due to the melting
of the polar ice caps, increased drought, and dramatically changing weather systems which
can create havoc in many parts of the world. Burning of fossil fuels also produces waste gases
which pollute the air and combine with water to form acids. These acids later come down as
acid rain which is detrimental to plant and animal life[3].
•

Depleting Resources –In many countries in the Middle East almost the entire economy depends
on extracting reserves of fossil fuels. Increasing renewable energy in such countries can create
an industry and/or make the economy less dependent on just fossil fuels and conserving the
remaining fossil fuel reserves.

Such factors encouraged the governments of many countries to look towards renewable energy
sources. Germany, Spain, the USA, the UK, Australia, and the Middle East have shown great
enthusiasm in this.
Solar Energy –A Renewable Solution

There is more than enough solar irradiation available to satisfy the world’s energy demands. On
average, each square meter of land on Earth is exposed to enough sunlight to generate 1,700 kWh
of energy every year using currently available technology. The total solar energy that reaches the
Earth’s surface could meet existing global energyneeds 10,000 times over. In short, sunlight is a
huge source of energy that goes to waste and harnessing that energy is one of the major options
to solve the energy crisis[1].
•

Solar Power Is Ubiquitous – Sunlight is found everywhere so solar energy can be harnessed
in any convenient location. Even in temperateregions with cloud covering, solar energy can still
be put to work. This means that it is easily available, which will create more competition among
different solar energy installations and prevent price volatilityError! Bookmark not defined.[2].

•

Solar Power Is Relevant At Many Scales– Solar power does not only have to be captured on
a large industrial scale. Solar energy can be harnessed using small devices which can be fitted
into houses or even gadgets such as phones and calculators, making people more independent
and self-sufficient so that they do not only have to rely on utility companies for electricity.

•

Solar Power Is Free and Infinite -Harnessing solar energy requires an initial investment as
a solar system needs to be put into place but after that electricity produced is, apart from
operations & maintenance,with no additional fuel costsand lasts for several years so that it can
save costs and allow the user to profit[2].

•

Solar Power Can Provide Off-Grid Electrification – Remote areas without grid access require
diesel power, and solar energy can provide a more economical solution.

However one of the biggest practical drawbacks for technologies that use solar energy is the
relatively high cost and relatively low efficiency (since only a small proportion of the solar energy
that hits the Earth’s surface can be converted to usable forms of energywith today’s technologies).
However, prices of technologies have fallen dramatically in the past few years,and new efficient
technologies are being developed so the future for solar energy seems bright[3].
How It Works

There are two main ways in which solar energy can be harnessed: By the use of Solar Photovoltaic
(PV) panels, or by Solar Thermal Systems, which in this report is defined to include Concentrated
Solar Power (CSP). Solar PV technologies areoften classified as first, second or third generation.
First generation technology uses basic crystalline silicon (c-Si). Second generationincludes Thin
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Film technologies, while thirdgeneration includes concentrator photovoltaics,organics, and other
technologies that have not yetbeen commercialized for a large scale. These PV panels are divided
into PV cells whichconvert sunlight directly to electricity and are compact, and durable, but
expensive. Theyare made of a semiconductor material such as silicon (which can be commonly
found) and contains impurities to change the way it conducts electricity so that the silicon contains
a p (positive) section and a n (negative) section[2]. (See diagram).

FIGURE 1

Here is the basic design of a PV cell. It contains the p-section and the n-section sandwiched
between metal contacts, which are connected to a wire through whichcurrent flows. The antireflection coating prevents much of sunlight from being reflected away [4].
When radiation from the sun hits the PV panel it frees electrons (negatively charged particles
found inside atoms) from the p-section and they flow to the n-section because of the electric field
between the p-type and n-type materials (i.e. the junction). These negatively charged electrons
collect at the n-section and as the free electrons are pushed into the n-sectionthey repel each
other because they are of like charge. The lack of electrons (or “holes”) in the p-section makes it
positively charged. Since the negative and positive charges in the two sections creates a potential
difference between them, linking the n-section and the p-section through a wire results in electrons
flowing from the n-section to the p-section.

FIGURE 2

This diagram shows the movement of electrons to the n-section and the movement of the holes to
the p-section. The electrons then flow through the wire creating an electric current. This movement
of negative electrons and positive holes (and therefore generation of an electric current) due to the
impact of photons from light on semiconductor material is known as the photovoltaic effect[5].
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Concentrated Photovoltaic (CPV) Systems use lenses which reflect concentrated light onto the PV
panels. This allows the sunlight to be as intense as that of 10-500 suns, allowing the performance
and efficiency to be much higher[5].
Solar energy is also commonly used to provide hot water for homes and swimming pools. Such
solar thermal systems are fitted with “flat plate collectors” to convert sunlight into useful hot
water. These consist of thin metal plates, painted black to maximize heat absorption. The heat is
transferred to a network of water-filled pipes pressed against the surface of the plate, so that water
transfers the heat to the houses’ domestic tank [2] (see figure 1.3) [27].
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) systems use mirrors or lenses to concentrate a large area of sunlight,
or solar thermal energy, onto a small area. Electrical power is produced when the concentrated
light is converted to heat, which drives a heat engine (usually a steam turbine) connected to an
electrical power generator or powers an, experimental as of 2013, thermochemical reaction.
Types of PV Panels

There are 3 main types of PV panels: monocrystalline,polycrystalline, and thin-film panels.Multijunction solar panels and organic solar cells are also gaining traction as relevant technologies.
Monocrystalline cells(c-Si)–are cut out of a single crystal of silicon. They are thick and smooth in
texture, and expensive to produce, but more efficient.
Polycrystalline cells(mc-Si)–are cut out of a block of silicon consisting of several crystals. The
surface is shiny and reflective, and cells are less expensive, but also less efficient.
Thin-film cells–are made of amorphous (non-crystalline) silicon (a-Si) or potentially other
materials such as cadmium telluride (CdTe) or copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS). They are
flexible (unlike mono and polycrystalline panels) and can be placed on a wide choice of surfaces.
These are the least efficient and the least expensive. However, they are capable of producing
energy even in diffuse, non‐direct lighting conditions [18].
Multi-junction cells -consisting of several layers of different materials, they can achieve efficiencies
of over 40% and provide double the output of an ordinary solar cell. Due to manufacturing complexity
they are still relatively expensive and are not used for residential systems[19].
Organic cells – are the cheapest solar cells,and are made out of organic material. As of today their
efficiency is still very low (with a record of 7%) so they are not used for residential systems as of
yet[20].
CPV panels (refer to pg 8) are capable of producing much higher efficiency and output than
an ordinary PV panel, but prices have not followed the same trend. Although they are used for
somelarge scale installations, they are not commonly used on a residential scale.
Components of A Solar System

The prices of PV panels have dropped to a point where the main cost of solar systems no longer
comes from the panels themselves; in fact PV panels only account for 30–50% of the overall cost.
Entire solar systems are much costlier and contain several different components.There are two
main types of solar systems:
Off-Grid – Off-grid systems are solar systems that are designed to be self-sufficient, and are not
connected to the local grid or main supply. Electricity produced is stored in a storage battery for
later use, e.g. for lighting in the night when the PV panels are not generating any electricity. Offgrid systems consist of PV panels, a charge controller, an off-grid inverter, mounting structures,
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and monitoring equipment. Alternatively off-grid systems may not use a battery at all but in that
case the electricity produced during the day will have to be directly used to power appliances at
the same time [4].
Grid Connected Solar – A grid-connected solar system is a system designed to be connected
with the local utility grid. There is no storage battery and excess electricity cannot be stored, so
appliances are powered directly and surplus electricity is fed into the grid. The system consists of
PV panels, an on-grid inverter, mounting structures, and monitoring equipment[3]. Refer to Figure
2.1 for a diagram of a typical off‐grid system, and Figure 2.2 for that of an on‐grid system.

FIGURE 3

The PV Panels - directly convert the sunlight to electricity. The average life of a PV panel is 25–30
years.
The Storage Batteries (Battery Bank) - allows the user to store energy produced by the PV
panels which is not consumed immediately. This allows for energy to be used even during the night
when the panels can no longer produce electricity. Despite being an important part of an off-grid
solar system, storage batteries can be a major inconvenience as they are very costly (accounting
for about 30% of the overall system cost) and need to be replaced every 3-4 years.
Charge Controller - The electricity produced initially enters the battery bank through the charge
controller. Charge controllers control the electricity that enters the battery and prevents the battery
from being overcharged. The voltage of the electricity output is made constant (since if the voltage
of the output fluctuates appliances will not work).
Inverter - When electricity is to be used for household appliances, it has to first go through an
inverter. As solar panels produce DC (Direct Current) electricity, the electricity must be changed to
AC (Alternating Current) electricity which is needed to power most appliances. Different types of
inverters are used with off-grid and on-grid systems.
Mounting Structures - provide support for the solar panels.
Monitoring Equipment - allows the user to monitor the performance of the solar system[3]. In
an on-grid system electricity produced is not stored in a battery but goes directly to the home
electricity box to power appliances, and surplus electricity goes to the utility meter and is fed into
the local grid. Without the battery and the charge controller, the costs come down substantially.
However since an on-grid system does not have a storage battery, any surplus electricity produced
will be lost (though it can be paid for if feed-in tariffs are introduced). During the night (or cloudy
weather) electricity from the solar panels cannot be used and the house is powered by the main
supply instead[4].
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FIGURE 4

Solar Power Generation By Households

The Global Solar market is one that is dynamic and ever‐changing. It has seen a rapid decrease
in prices over the past decade driven by economies of manufacturing scale and improvements in
manufacturing technologies. There has also been a steady increase of demand of around 30% per
annum over the past 20 years. Regional markets have quickly grown, especially with the use of grid
connected solar, as shown in figure 3.1 [28].

FIGURE 5

21st Century PVMarket

At the start of the 2000s a lack of supply prevented the solar panel market from expanding
quickly. As demand in Germany skyrocketed(after an incentive scheme for the deployment of solar
technologies was devised), there was a serious shortage of PV modules as producers were not
ready for the increased demand for solar panels. However over the last few years, the supply has
taken offand solar panel prices dropped by around 60%. Today’s solar panel market is very much a
buyer’s market. Many of the biggest manufacturers from a few years ago are in financialdifficulties,
and many Japanese and European manufacturers are beginning to go out of business. Meanwhile,
Asian manufacturers are beginning to take over, especially from China, and these are taking over for
a lot of European producers. As of today only a few top-tier Chinese and American manufacturers
are doing well. However due to the crashing prices demand is rapidly increasing[7].
The difference between the retail price and the actual cost of production of the panels has dropped,
especially in 2011, as the supply of solar panels increased and the market grewhighly competitive.
As the market has become less profitable for suppliers(only a small difference between prices and
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costs as manufacturers’ profit margin) the prices have stabilized but may decline slowly in the
future as manufacturers increase the efficiency of their production[8].
Feed‐In Tariffs

Feed-in tariffs can be used by governments as an incentive scheme for the installation of PV panels
in private homes and commercial enterprises. Feed-in tariffs mandate power utility companies to
pay any user who generates hisown electricity for all the power he produces. Feed-in tariffs are
paid at a certain rate, e.g. $0.2/ kilowatt hour produced (kilowatt hour is a unit of energy production/
consumption, since a unit of power [kilowatt] is multiplied by time [hour]). They are guaranteed for
a certain period of time (usually 20 years) and rates may progressively decrease once they are
introduced. The rates may also vary between different sizes of solar installations.
Choosing The Right Tariff

Governments must choose a suitable feed-in tariff rate, high enough to interest the public but not
to an extent which would involve high government spending and an uncontrollable demand. Spain,
for instance, introduced a very ambitious feed-in tariff of around $0.4/ kilowatt hour. They did not
keep track of the fall in PV panel prices and so itbecame ultimately too high[9].
Feed-in tariffs are used in several countries around the world and have been quickly growing in
popularity.

FIGURE 6

Grid Parity

When utility companies are required to pay feed-in tariffs (especially if these are higher than
their conventional power tariffs) they mayhave to raise their overall prices to cover these costs.
However with increased demand for solar power installations(due to increased incentives received
by consumers in the form of feed-in tariffs and due to the fall in PV panel prices), the cost of solar
power produced will fall. Eventually the falling solar power costs and the rising electricity prices will
converge so that the prices of electricity produced from PV panels becomes competitive with grid
electricity prices. This provides an opportunity for an explosive increase in demand[9].
Germany is one of the countries that hasalready achieved gridparity and faced a massive growth
in demand, which led to a shortage of PV panels[9].Now solar power is price competitive with
grid-based electricity for households[11]. Figure 3.3 shows the current production andcost of solar
energy produced in different countries, and how far they are from grid parity[12]
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FIGURE 7

Case Study: Solar Energy In Germany

Due to governmental energy policies in Germany and the European Union, the use of solar energy
and renewable energy in general has grown rapidly over the last decade, and PV panel installations
have grown by 15,000%. The government had been promoting solar and renewable energies since
the early 1990s, making Germany one of.
the pioneering countries for solar power and its success makes it a model for the rest of the world
[13].
The factors that caused the initial drive for renewable energies in Germany were:
•

The 1970s Energy Crisis – during the energy crisis of the 1970s, oil prices shot up from $3 to
$12 a barrel and in 1973, the members of OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries)
started limiting their oil exports.Error! Bookmark not defined.This had a negative impact on the
German economy and though earlier they had taken oil imports for granted, concerns over
energy security and overdependence on oil imports began to rise [8].

•

Green Movement – The German Green Movement started with student protests as early as
the 1960s, and environmental awareness began to develop. The Green Party (now known as
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen) which formed in 1980, is the most politically successful green party
yet. Although the green movement began as a loose collection of groups and initiatives, it
became a major political motivator for renewable energies [14].

•

Environmental Concerns – During the same period environmental concerns began to grow,
especially on global climate change, and this influenced the German Renewable Energy
Policy[8].

Thus Germany set out to alleviate the risks associated with overdependence on imported fossil
fuels, and a backdrop of increasing environmental awareness, green political parties, and concerns
over global warming and pollution helped make this successful.
Germany began developing regulations pertaining to renewable energy since 1979, but the German
Renewable Energy Sources Act in 2000 reformed these into what is now considered the most
effective regulatory framework to encourage the deployment of solar panels. The new feed-in
tariff made a number of changes to the initial law. The passing of the German Renewable Energy
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Sources Act was what provided the biggest momentum to the German solar power industry, and it
demonstrated that often feed-in tariffs are an effective incentive scheme for solar power generation.
Apart from this, other policies and projects made a big difference, such as taxation of fuel oil and
gas, government grants for the deployment and commercialization of renewable energy systems,
subsidies covering the installation of new solar panels, and the Solar Roofs Program which with a
€510 million grant helped bring the installed solar power generation capacity from 50 MW in 1998
to 350 MW in 2003[8].
Germany’s well established regulatory framework and environmental awareness have made it
the leading nation in solar and renewable energy deployment, although they no longer dominate
the technology development industries.Thiswas achieved by creating incentives for residents
themselves to be involved, generating their own electricity, rather than by massive spending on
utility scale installations. Since then, several other nations have followed in its footsteps to develop
their solar power industries and hopefully many more will in the future[8].

CONTEXT FOR SOLAR POWER IN THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Solar Power In The UAE

The UAE (United Arab Emirates) is in the ‘sunbelt region’ in which solar irradiation levels (the amount
of solar radiation which falls on the Earth) are very high. This means that a solar panel in the UAE
can potentially produce double the electrical energy compared to a country with relatively lower
irradiation levels such as Germany.[5]The UAE is also in a region where bad weather rarely affects
solar power production, making it an ideal location for solar installations. Being in a region with
nearly 365 days of sunlight a year, the UAE can easily become one of the largest producers of solar
energy per capita.
The UAE is also part of a region rich in fossil fuels. Since the 1970s, the country underwent rapid
economic growth powered by readily available oil and gas, and has attained high living standards
with a per capita income amongst the highest in the world. However this also led to very high per
capita energy consumption as cities grew and became very energy intensive.
When the governments of the UAE and other GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) countries realized
that their conventional energy reserves were rapidly depleting they set out to make their economies
less reliant on fossil fuel-based energy and more on renewable energy, helping the UAE to achieve
energy security. The development of large scale solar power installations as well as renewable
energy goals for 2020 and 2030 also reflectthe UAE’s ambition to move forward. Various solar
power projects and organizational initiatives are under development including the following:
•

Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, implemented by the Dubai Supreme Council
of Energy (DSCE) is part of the DSCE Integrated Energy Strategy 2030 and aims to reach a
capacity of 1000 megawatts by 2030, providing 5% of Dubai’s total power needs[15].

•

Abu Dhabi’s Shams 1, officially inaugurated in the first quarter of 2013, is the largest Concentrated
Solar Power project in the world. With an approximate cost of 2 billion UAE Dirhams (1 US Dollar
= 3.673 UAE Dirhams) it is intended to generate enough energy to power 20,000 homes[16].

•

The Masdar Project (also known as Masdar City) is an $18 billion self-sustaining solar-powered
city planned near Abu Dhabi that will support 30,000 residents[17].

•

IRENA (International Renewable Energies Agency), set up under the aegis of the United Nations,
is headquartered in Abu Dhabi. Although this is not specific to solar energy, it shows the UAE’s
keenness to play a leadership role in the global renewable energy arena.
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However despite these large multi-billion dollar solar installations planned for the near future, barely
any solar energy market exists at present and demand among residents and even commercial
entities is very low. To truly develop a solar power market, solar energy must be applied beyond the
industrial level and put to use by residential as well as commercial establishments, as highlighted
by Germany’s example.

The Road Ahead For The UAE

Although the UAE government is investing billions of dirhams for solar power generation, so far
not much has been done at the consumer level. For a country that is energy intensive and relying
on reducing its dependence on fossil fuels as a source of energy, taking solar power production to
the residential level is very relevant and is well supported by the weather, environment, and natural
surroundings. Currently regulation isbeing developed to facilitate the adoption of residential rooftop systems. The plummeting PV panel prices, the development of new solar technologies, and the
rapidly expanding worldwide solar power industry suggests that this is the perfect time to do so.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOLAR PV INSTALLATIONS
AREA, EFFICIENCY, AND OUTPUT
Efficiency

Not all the sunlight that falls on a PV panel is converted to electricity. The efficiency of a solar panel
is the percentage of energy from sunlight that is converted. The efficiencies of most solar panels
range from 11-15%, however this varies for different types of solar panels.
Figure 3.1 shows the efficiencies of different types of PV panels.

FIGURE 8

Solar panels have often been criticized because of their relatively low efficiencies. In laboratories
solar cells (multi-junction) with up to 40% efficiency have been developed, representing slightly
more than maximum theoretical efficiency of a solar cell using a p-n junction to collect power from
the cell.It is not possible for single-junctionPV cellsto attain efficiency above ~33% partly because
solar cellscan only absorb a certain range of wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. These
wavelengths represent different energy levels and photons of light often do not have the right
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energy level to dislodge the electrons from the semiconductor material in the solar cell. However
multi-junction solar panels contain more than one material so they have a higher band of absorption
and therefore the potential to have higher efficiency (more than40%)[1].
Solar cellswith maximumefficiency are yet be commercialized. Over and above the inherent limitation
of the range of wavelengths of sunlight that can be absorbed, further energy losses may be due
to the different angles of the sun during different times of the day. When the panel is at an oblique
angle relative to the sun much less of the sunlight is intercepted. This can bring the efficiency down
to around 15%. However, systems are being designed in which solar panels follow the movement
of the sun through the day, and that can bring the efficiency up to about 20%.However, for now the
most efficient single material solar panels in the market are around 19% efficient.
When a solar panel is less efficient, that means more of it is required to give the same output and
vice versa. For example, a 16% efficient solar system will require only half the surface area as an
8% efficient solar system for the same output. However panels with higher efficiencies also have
higher costs so it is not necessary to search for these unless there is a shortage of availablearea[7].
Calculation of Output From Area and Efficiency

The conventional unit for measuring electrical energy produced or consumed is Kilo Watt Hours
(kwh) and is also used to measure solar power output. Apart from area of a PV module and its
efficiency, two other variables are brought into consideration in order to calculate its energy output.
These are the peak sun hours of the region and system losses
Losses

When measuring the output of a solar panel we must consider the losses which will affect the
performance of a solar system. These include the following:
Module Soiling – this is a major problem in the UAE as dust often settles on solar panels, affecting
their performance. This must be taken into account when calculating the output of the solar system.
Shading – one must consider shading which may occur due to bad weather. However this is not
much of a problem in the UAE as compared to other countries.
Module Temperature –high temperature can affect the performance of a solar system. This must
be taken into account, especially in the UAE where summers are hot.
Deviation From Nominal Efficiency – The efficiency of a solar module can decrease over time and
this also must be taken into account when calculating output.
Mismatching and DC Losses – This can also prevent some of the power from being available in
the output.
MPP (Maximum Power Point) Mismatch Error
Inverter Losses
AC Losses[5].
Comparing Losses In the UAE and Germany[5].
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Loss

Reduction In Output In the UAE
(%)

Reduction In Output In Germany
(%)

Module Soiling

9

3.5

Shading

.5

2

Module Temperature

4.85

3.5

Deviation From Nominal
Efficiency

3

3

Mismatching and DC losses

2.5

2.5

MPP Mismatch Error

2

1.5

Inverter Losses

4

4

AC Losses

2

2

Approximate Total Loss

25

20

Percentage Power Retained

75

80

Losses are expected to account for 25% of a PV panel’s output in the UAE and therefore 75% of
the theoretical output will be the yield of the system[5].
Solar Irradiance and Peak Sun Hours

Solar irradiation levels (measured in w/m2) are the amount of solar powerreceived per square meter
of area. This varies across different parts of the world and also over different times of the day. Peak
sun hours is defined by “the equivalent number of hours per day when solar irradiance averages
1000 w/m2”. So if the peak sun hours in a certain region is 4 hours, this does not mean that there
are only 4 hours of sunlight per day but that there was an equivalent of 4 hours of sunlight with an
irradiance of 1000 w/m2. In order to calculate the output of a solar system, the peak sun hours
needs to be taken into account. As peak sun hours would also vary over different times of the year,
an average for a region is taken and used in calculations[23].
Figure 4.1 displays a map which is colour-coded to show the average peak sun hours per day by
region:[24].
Figure 4.2[5] shows the average peak sun hours per day in the UAE for each month. The yearly
average peak sun hours/day used in calculations in the UAE is 5.84. This is quite high in comparison
with most European countries.

FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10

Calculation of Output

In order to calculate the energy output from a solar panel, this simple formula can be used:
Area (m2) x Efficiency x Peak Sun Hours x Effective Output % After Deducting Losses = Output
(kwh/day)
As an example, consider an installation in the UAE with an area of 8 m2 and an efficiency of 12.4%:
8 m2 x 0.124 (12.4%) x 5.84 x 0.75 (75%) = 4.34 kwh/day
Annual output = 4.34 x 365 = 1584 kwh/year[3]
As another example, consider an installation of 164 m2 with an efficiency of 14.3%:
164m2 x 0.143 x 5.84 x 0.75 = 102.72 kwh/day
Annual output = 102.72 x 365 = 37492 kwh/year
However the total area needed for any crystalline solar panel (requiring a stand) would be much more
than the area of the panelsthemselvessince the space between the panels needs to be accounted
for. The actual space needed for the example system above (producing 37,492kwh/year) would
be around 234m2 (164/0.7), where 0.7 (70%) is the effective PV panel area after considering the
‘wasted’ area between the panels[25].
Calculation of Output FromRated Capacity

Every solar panel or installation has a rated power capacity in watts. The power capacity of a solar
cell for instance,is around 3.5-4 watts (though this varies). The rated power capacity of a solar
installation can be used to calculate the energy output by following this formula:
Capacity x Peak Sun Hours x Effective Output % After Deducting Losses = Output (kwh/day)
This formula does not have to consider efficiency as this is already taken into account in the power
capacity of the solar module.
As an example, the energy output from a 2 kilowatt solar system in the UAE:
2 x 5.84 x 0.75 = 8.76 kwh/day
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Annual Output = 8.76 x 365 = 3197 kwh/year
As another example, consider a 10.8 kilowatt solar system:
10.8 x 5.84 x 0.75 = 47.3 kwh/day
Annual Output = 47.3 x 365 = 17265 kwh/year[25]

BUILDING A SOLAR PV SYSTEM
Selection of PV Panels
Calculating Capacity From Load

Consider a house burning 20 100W light bulbs. This means that these light bulbs require 2 kilowatts
(2000 watts) of power to be lit up. If these light bulbs need to remain powered 6 hours each day, the
daily energy required is 6 hours x 2 kilowatts = 12 kwh/day. If a solar system is designed to power
these light bulbs, and no other appliances, then 12 kWh/day would be the required load.
If the load required for the system is determined, then the required power capacity of the solar
system can also be calculated (in the UAE):
12 kwh/day / 5.84 / 0.75 = 2.74 kilowatts
The calculation above is exactly the opposite of the output calculation as now the capacity is being
determined from the required output [25].
Selection and Pricing of PV Panels

A sample catalogue of components from a Dubai-based solar services company has been provided
(refer to Annexure I). Please note that the information presented in this catalogue is outdated and
is only used as an example to determine the estimated cost ratios. As shown in the catalogue, the
price of solar PV panels is expressed in AED/Watt (AED is the International Standards Organization
code for UAE Dirhams and 3.673 AED = 1 US Dollar). Consider a PV panel with a rated power
capacity of 240 watts and a price of 5.5 AED/watt. If every watt installed costs 5.5 dirhams, then a
240 watt module will cost 5.5 x 240 = AED 1320.
For the 2.74 kW installation above, the 240W polycrystalline module of the Apex Rectangular
Rigid type can be used from the catalogue, as the price is lower and the capacity and output are
reasonably high. To calculate the number of panels required: 2740 watts / 240 watts = 11.4 panels
(12 panels required for installation).
To calculate the cost of the PV panels:
Cost of a single panel: 5.5 (AED/watt) x 240 (rated capacity of panels) = AED 1320
Cost of a module: AED 1320 x 12 (number of panels) = AED 15840
In this case, the power capacity of the installation would be 12 (number of panels) x 240 W (capacity
of each panel) = 2.88 kW (slightly higher than the 2.74 kW power capacity required for lighting
the electric bulbs due to the fact that the number of required panels was rounded up to a whole
number)[25].
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Calculation of Required Area
As solar modules are not energy-dense, they require a substantial amount of space in order to
work. The 240W APEX RECTANGULAR RIGID solar module selected above has a length of 1605
mm (1.605 m) and a width of 909 mm (0.909m). This means each panel has an area of 1.605 x 0.909
= 1.46 m2.
If 12 such panels are used then their area will be 1.46m2 x 12 = 17.52m2.
Although the panels have a total area of 17.52 square meters, the space between the panels must
be accounted for (as these polycrystalline panels require stands) and the total space required can
be estimated by dividing the total area by 0.7:
17.52m2 / 0.7 = 25m2 actual area required
Therefore, as long 25m2 of flat space is available on the roof of the house, the PV panels can be
installed. This is a relatively small space (only the equivalent of a 5 x 5 m square) and nearly all villas
in the UAE would have that much space available, as they are usually flat-roofed and ideal for solar
installations[25]
It is now substantiated that:
A solar system with a load of 12kWh per day can use twelve 240W panels with a total capacity of
2.88kW. The PV panels will require 25m2 of space and will cost AED 15,840. These panels will be
able to power 20 100W light bulbs for 6 hours every day.
Modes of Connection of PV Panels

All PV Panels have a voltage (measured in volts) and current (measured in amperes or amps) rating.
Voltage is the force driving the electric current (similar to water pressure in a pipe). Current is a
measure of the number of electrons flowing through any given point.
The nominal voltage of a solar panel is 12V, 24V or 48V. The peak voltage from a system is usually
more, for example the peak voltage from a panel can be 29V although it is only designed to produce
24V. This is because the peak voltage usually occurs during ideal conditions. These do not always
exist and extra voltage is needed to compensate for losses due to high temperature, shading or
when the sun is low in the sky.[25] In the sample catalogue (refer to Annexure I), the nominal voltage
of most of the panels is 24V (apart from one 48V panel).
The selection of other components such as batteries, chargers and inverters depends on the output
in volts and amps[25]. In a solar system consisting of several solar panels, these panels can be
connected in two ways and the overall voltage and current provided by the system depends on
this:
Series Connection - Connection between the plus terminal on one panel and the minus terminal
on another. In a series connection between two panels, the voltage doubles and the current stays
the same. For exampletwo 24V, 7.5A PV panels which are connected in a series connection will
have an overall voltage of 48V (2x24) and a current of 7.5A[25].
Parallel Connection – Connection between two similar terminals (plus to plus, minus to minus). In
a parallel connection between two panels, the voltage remains the same and the current doubles.
For example two 24V, 7.5A PV panels which are connected in a parallel connection will have an
overall voltage of 24V and an overall current of 15A (7.5x2)[25].
The capacity in watts for a solar panel is equal to voltage x current (the reason this does not work
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FIGURE 11

for the example below is because only the nominal voltage is given). In both series and parallel
connections the total power in watts always doubles, as wattage is the product of the voltage and
current, so if one of them doubles, the entire wattage doubles. Figure 5.1 shows series and parallel
connections between different panels.[11]

FIGURE 12

Solar panels can also be connected in strings. Then groups of solar panels with parallel connections
can be linked via series connection. Figure 5.2 depicts an ideal connection for the 12 panels for the
2.88 kW installation described earlier[25].
Selection of Charge Controller

Now that the voltage and current generated by the system are determined, a charge controller with
the right specifications needs to be chosen. In the sample catalogue (Annexure I) the inverters given
require a certain input voltage and input current. As the output voltage of the 12-panel solar system
shown above is 48V, the charge controller needs to be compatible with that voltage. To make sure
the current is compatible with a particular charge controller, the computed current output should
be multiplied by 1.2 as this reduces the risk of overload [25].
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For the system above:
40.14A x 1.2 = 48.17A
Therefore the charger used must have an input capacity of at least 48.17A. The most inexpensive
charger that suits this requirement (from the sample catalogue) is the MORNINGSTAR MPPT
charger (with an input capacity of 12, 24 or 48 volts and 60A), costing AED 2220.
In the case of larger installations with a higher current output, more than one charge controller can
be connected using parallel connection so that the voltage stays the same and the input current
can increase[25].
Selection of Storage Batteries

Batteries have a capacity rated in voltage and ampere hours (which when multiplied gives the
energy storage capacity in watt hours). Although the 12-panel solar system mentioned above is
designed for a load of 12,000 Wh/day, the storage capacity of the battery in watt hours needs to be
almost double that of the load since there is a significant loss in battery capacity after only one year
which must be accounted for, and there must be enough of reserve capacity. This is determined
by the formula below:
Total watt hours x autonomy (extra storage in case of bad weather which is usually 1 day in the
UAE)
0.7 (battery capacity loss after one year) x 0.6 (reserve capacity loss after 1 year)
For example for the same 2.88 kW 12-panel system:
(12000 Wh/day x 1) / (0.7 x 0.6)
= 12000/0.42
= 28571.43 Wh storage (minimum requirement)
To calculate the amount of Ampere Hours required for the battery storage, the storage in watt hours
is divided by the voltage:
28571.43/12 = 2380.95AH
As a reasonably large storage capacity is required, the 12V 200AH batteries from the catalogue
(Annexure I)can be used. Since the required AH for 12V batteries is 2380.95AH:
2380.95/ 200 (AH of single battery) = 12 batteries
Each battery costs AED 1100, so that the overall cost of the batteries would be:
12 x AED 1100 = AED 13200
Although larger capacity 250 AH batteries are available, 10 of those would be required, costing
AED 13800 which is more than of the 12 200AH batteries[25].
These batteries will have to be connected in parallel so that the Ampere Hours can increase to meet
the requirements of the solar system, and the voltage will remain 12 volts. Although the output
voltage of the system is 48V, the battery can remain 12V as the charge controller will step up or step
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down the voltage to meet the needs of the battery [25].
60% of the batteries’ capacity is reserve capacity, which is not used unless the normal battery

FIGURE 13

capacity is discharged and the system stops producing power during the night or bad weather. The
batteries’ depth of discharge is 40% (as only 40% of the batteries’ power is allowed to discharge)
[25]. Having a high reserve capacity and low depth of discharge will allow the battery to have a
longer life, as shown in Figure 6.1:[26].
Assuming a charge-discharge cycle of 1 day, a battery with a Depth of Discharge (DOD) of 100%
would last around 1 year, a battery with a DOD of 50% would have a lifespan of around 2 years and
a battery with a DOD of 30% would last around 4 years. Batteries with a lower DOD would not only
last longer but would also retain more of their initial capacity over a longer period of time. However,
batteries with lower depth of discharge would cost more as more batteries are required to meet
the power needs, though the output in the long term will remain high.For the batteries listed in the
catalogue (with a depth of discharge of 40%) a lifespan of around 3 years can be assumed.
Selection of Inverter (Off-Grid)

The specifications ofan inverter are expressed in watts or volt-amps (VA). To convert volt-amps
to watts, it has to be multiplied by the power factor, which would be 0.8. In the case of the solar
system in the example (with a capacity of 2.88 kW), a 3000W inverter can be used[25].
When selecting the inverter, the voltage is that of the battery bank (not the panels), as the
inverter converts the DC electricity from the battery bank to AC electricity. For the example under
consideration, only a 12V inverter is required[25] (as 12V batteries were used) but since there are
no 12V inverters with an input capacity of 3000W or more, the MAXIMA INVERTER (24V, 3000W)
can be used, costing AED 1410.
For on-grid systems (which do not have batteries), the input voltage of the inverter must match that
of the Solar PV panels. There is only one on-grid inverter available in the catalogue (Annexure I).
Inverters of good quality can last for 10 years or more, but the costs and performance of different
inverters can vary and some may fail within months. Therefore selection of inverters is an important
part of choosing a solar system and although the cheapest inverter was chosen for the example
above, one should not necessarily take that optionError! Bookmark not defined.(as further discussed
in the next page).
Ancillary Equipment& Installation

Crystalline panels require stands for support. As each stand for a single panel costs AED 350, for
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12 panels the cost is AED 350 x 12 = AED 4200.
A combiner box is needed, including DC fuses, power surge protection device, isolators, etc. For
the system in the example a price of AED 2500 can be assumed.
Wiring is also required for the solar system. A cost of AED 2500 can be assumed.
The installation service cost is charged for the service of the installation service provider and the
time spent during the installation. Installations usually take only a few days and require not more
than basic plumbing, but they are fairly expensive.For the solar installation in the example, after
adding up the different components, the estimated total material cost is AED 41,870. The cost to
be paid to the installation service provider can be an estimated AED 6,000.
This would make the total system cost an estimated AED 47,870 or AED 16.6/watt ($4.5/watt).
Summary of Components and Costs (for a 2.88 kW off-grid installation)
Component

Cost (AED)

PV Panels

15840

Charge Controller

2220

Battery

13200

Inverter

1410

Mounting Structures

4200

Combiner Box

2500

Wiring

2500

Installation

6000

Total

47870

As shown in the table above, the most costly components of the system are the PV panels and the
batteries (collectively accounting for 60% of the total system cost). The installation service cost is
also a major part of the system, accounting for around 13% of the total cost. Other components
such as wiring are relatively cheap individually, as well as the charge controller, but add up to a
substantial cost. The inverter, in this case, is the cheapest component but inverter prices can vary
a lot (so that some inverters can cost several times more than others). The inverter used was a
single-phase inverter (definition on page 45) so it is relatively cheaper. The low price for the inverter
used above may indicate that the inverter is unreliable and therefore one must decide whether to
go for an expensive brand one or a cheap one (with doubts on reliability). A better quality 3-phase
inverter for the same installation would cost AED 8700.
Changes For On-Grid Installations

An on-grid installation with the same capacity will have the same set of PV panels and ancillary
equipment, and installation cost would be very similar. However it would not contain a battery and
a charge controller, and it would have a different on-grid inverter. Since there is no suitable on-grid
inverter available in the catalogue (Annexure I), the same inverter price will be assumed (although
on-grid inverters are usually 30% cheaper). Below the costs of the battery and charge controller are
subtracted to give the estimated cost of the on-grid system:
AED 47870 – AED 13200 – AED 2220 = AED 32470 or AED 11.27/watt ($3.07/watt)
Cost of installation and ancillary equipment is around the same.
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Connection With Junction Box

The AC current coming from the inverter can be fed either into a residence’s Main Distribution
Board (MDB) where electricity is distributed to the various appliances in the household, or it can be
fed into a Sub-Main Distribution Board (SMDB), which controls specific appliances such as lighting
and heating[11].
Household appliances in the UAE require a voltage of either 240V carried in single-phase current
(through one wire) or 415V carried in 3-phase current (the latter usually for appliances requiring
more power, such as motors). Inverters are designed to give an output of either 240V single-phase
AC current or 415V 3-phase AC current depending on the power requirement (this has nothing to
do with the 12/24/48V input as DC voltage and AC voltage are completely different). If the electricity
from an inverter is fed into the house’s MDB, it must be in three-phase current as the electricity is
provided for various different appliances, some of which may require 415V 3-phase current [11].
The 2.88 kW solar installations in the example would only deliversingle-phase current as the
electricity is only targeted towards lighting, accounting for the cheap inverter cost. If the same
system was connected to the MDB, it would require a 3-phase inverter such as the XANTREX
INVERTER + CHARGER (24 Volts, 4000VA) costing AED 8700. This would bring the overall cost for
the off-grid system to AED 55160 or AED 19.15/watt ($5.22/watt). Assuming a decrease of 30%
inverter cost for an on-grid inverter, the on-grid system would now cost AED 37150 or AED 12.9/
watt ($3.5/watt).
If solar inverters are connected to a SMDB, surplus energy can flow through the SMDB and power
other appliances when there is no load (e.g. when a light is switched off). However there is no
control of where that extra electricity flows, so there may be a risk of it being lost to the grid[11].
Maintenance of Solar Panels In The UAE

Especially in locations such as the UAE, module soiling is a major problem as dust settles on the
surface of solar panels which affects their output. The effect of this is reflected in the losses (page
21),as a 9% reduction in solar panel output is expected from modulesoiling alone [5]. Therefore,
a thorough cleaning is required at least once a week, and this is a major responsibility especially
for larger installations. One should also make sure the panels will be easily accessible to allow for
regular cleaning.Apart from this, no other major maintenance is required except for an occasional
check-up to monitor the performance of the system every few months. Therefore maintenance of
solar panels requires no additional cost.
Problems Associated With Components
Batteries

Well maintained and well-designed solar panels and components will generally last for a long time
but occasionally components fail, especially those associated with batteries. For off-grid systems
this is a major problem as most of these are DC related components (e.g. DC breakers, DC fuse
protection devices to protect batteries, etc.). Such components are not easily available so if a
component fails (a fuse blows for example) these have to be specially procured. This problem does
not usually exist with on-grid components as the electricity from the solar panel is immediately
converted to AC.
Such malfunctions can often occur, especially in the UAE where hot temperatures can affect the
electrochemical components of batteries. This also causes the battery life in the UAE to drop
substantially (no more than 3 years when exposed to sunlight) although in ideal conditions they
can last 4-5 years. Batteries for large scale storage are clearly the most underdeveloped of all
technologies associated with renewable energy and can be considered the weakest link of off-grid
solar installations.
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Inverters

On-grid inverters require input quality from the grid in order to function, and are designed to
produce an AC output synchronized with that of the grid. It does this by analyzing the levels of
voltage, frequency, distortion, phase power factor, etc., and it produces its own output based on
that. If the output from the mains does not meet its requirement (there are certain parameters that
defines this requirement) the inverter would automatically stop functioning. This is required (as laws
that apply to the European Union are valid since the inverters are imported from there) since when
the grid fails, repairs are conducted under the assumption that there is no power, and if electricity
is being produced by solar installations there is a danger of being electrocuted. If electricity in any
part of the UAE does not consistently meet these parameters inverters will continuously switch off.
However this can partially be averted by using inverters with a higher band of tolerance.
Inverters themselves can also account for losses and although expensive and reliable inverters last
upto10 years, cheap inverters may fail after only a few months.

Comparison Between Different Types Of Solar Technologies
MonocrystallineVs Polycrystalline

Monocrystalline panels are more space efficient than Polycrystalline panels (generating a higher
output for a given area), and although they are more costly the payback period for an installation
covering the same area would be less than that for Polycrystalline panels, as one must bear in mind
that the power capacity of the Polycrystalline panel in the table above would be less. Therefore
when space is limited one would choose Monocrystalline rather than Polycrystalline. However
for residences with a substantial amount of space (in which case cost will be a bigger concern),
Polycrystalline panels can be used as they are less expensive.
The Question of Thin-Film

As of today the thin-film panels are not as commonly used for residential installations as crystalline
panels. One of the main reasons for this is their lower efficiency (the catalogue in Annexure I shows
an efficiency of around 8%). However thin-film panels have various benefits which include:
Good Performance In Indirect Light – Thin-film solar panels have the capacity to produce energy
even when sunlight is not directly falling on them so that output is higher. This can be taken into
account when conducting calculations with thin-film panels.
Resistance To Module Soiling – Thin-film panels are less affected by module soiling (when dust
settles on the surface of the panels) which reduces the losses.
Good Performance In High Heat – Thin-film panels also perform well in hot conditions (such as
those in the UAE) so losses due to high temperature would also be less.
Adaptability – Thin-film panels can be used for a wide variety of applications and, depending on
the specific technology, can be installed on practically any surface such as metal, plastic or even
paper, although they are usually installed flat[11].
It is true that once the mono and poly crystalline panels recoup their investments the profit will
be higher as savings will be more. However, if there is less of a limitation in available space then
thin-film panels may not be a bad choice at all. To summarize, for a potential investor if initial cost
is a major constraint then thin-film panels would be a good choice, but if available area is a major
constraint then crystalline panels would be a better choice.
The lower cost of production of thin-film panels and their flexibility are major advantages which
could make their use more widespread in the future.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The UAE’s Ambition and Targets

The UAE has shown a strong ambition to expand the use of renewable energies, as seen by the
amount of recent government spending on large utility-scale systems. The UAE’s ambition is also
expressed through its hosting of major international events and conferences relating to renewable
energies and of the headquarters of IRENA.Other countries, including some GCC countries such
as Saudi Arabia and Qatar have aimed higher, though this may provide healthy competition to the
UAE. DEWA themselves stated that they hope to revise and increase Dubai’s 2030 target.
These targets are presently aimed to be fulfilled mostly through large industrial-scale solar
installations, but allowing residents to make use of solar technologies themselves would take it
to a different level. In December 2011 alone private households in Germany installed small scale
solar systems with an overall capacity of 3 gigawatts, three times the targeted production of the
Muhammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum solar park. Current PV capacity in Germany is as high as 33
GW. Although this comparison is not completely fair (as Germany has a much higher population
than the UAE) it shows the production potential of residential solar systems once a viable incentive
is provided.
Overall Outlook For Solar Energy In The UAE
The UAE has one of the highest solar irradiation levels in the world (around double that of Germany),
giving it an inherent advantagein producing more solar electricity at a lower cost. However,the UAE’s
low electricity tariffs and subsidies for conventional energy hinder this. Countries like Germany with
far lower solar irradiation levels managed to get ahead by creating a decent regulatory framework
and incentive scheme, having high electricity tariffs, a large population, and a self-reliant solar
services industry.Even India, which has a less developed infrastructure than the UAE, has had an
encouraging start to its solar energy sector through an attractive incentive scheme. So although
technically solar installations work best in areas with the most sunlight, today this is only one piece
of the puzzle.
We have found that in the absence of government incentives solar installations are currently not
viable. The UAE has some drawbacks such as a smaller population mostly consisting of expatriates
(which limits a households’ appetite for large investments entailing even moderate payback periods),
but once a proper regulatory framework is developed, things can improve significantly. The UAE has
a strong ambition to diversify energy sources and reduce dependence on fossil fuels. One must not
forget, as well, that Germany had a much earlier start. Renewable energies were being encouraged
as early as the 1990s and the German Renewable Energy Sources Act, which revolutionized the
use of renewable energies in Germany, was introduced in 2000. As a renewable energy market the
UAE is still in its infancy, but as an ambitious and competitive nation which underwent staggering
growth over the past four decades, it is not too much to expect that the UAE will become a major
solar energy market. Globally, technological development and innovation will continue, and prices
of solar panels will continue to fall and efficiencies to increase. Oil prices are expected to continue
to rise over the long-term, increasing the pressure to enhance renewable energy use.
The Bottom Line For Solar Power

In the first section of this report we had considered how, given the Sun’s enormous power, a dream of
humankind meeting its entire energy needs from solar power is a worthwhile and possibly attainable
dream. Our subsequent analysis of the science, technology, and economics of conversion of solar
light energy to electrical energy has showed that this dream is still far from becoming a reality. Solar
energy is still expensive to produce. The good news is that it has become so much cheaper within a
single generation and is likely to become cheaper still. The most important practical consideration
is that only governments can make a difference in urging their populations to adopt solar energy
usage, through the right policies and financial incentives. Those that have done so have seen
tremendous success. The UAE can easily be counted in their ranks within the current decade. The
world itself has no choice but to make better use of solar energy.
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ANNEXURES
ANNEXURE I – PV SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Sample Catalogue of PV Panels and Components
1 - Solar Panels                                                    

       TABLE 01

Type of
Solar Panel

Technology

No of Cells

Dimensions
(mm)

Power
Capacity of
Module

Efficiency

Nominal
Voltage

Amperes

Power
Output in
UAE

Price (AED)

SHARP
Rectangular
Rigid Type
(Japan)

Thin-film
(Amorphous
Silicon)

45

45
1409x1009
X 460

121

8.5%

48

2.96

SHARP
Rectangular
Rigid Type
(Japan)

Poly
Crystalline
Silicon
(156.5 sq
mm cells)

60

1652x994x46
(1.64 m2)

210

12.8%

24

7.3

920w/d
(335.72
Kw/y)

7/watt
($1.91/w)

SHARP
Rectangular
Rigid Type
(Japan)

Poly
Crystalline
Silicon
(156.5 sq
mm cells)

60

1652x994x46
(1.64 m2)

220

13.4%

24

7.54

964w/d
(351.71
kw/y)

7/watt
($1.91/w)

SHARP
Rectangular
Rigid Type
(Japan)

Mono
Crystalline
Silicon
(156.5 sq
mm cells)

60

1652x994x46
(1.64 m2)

235

14.3%

24

7.84

1029w/d
(375.69kw/y)

7/watt
($1.91/w)

APEX
Rectangular
Rigid type
(Germany)

Poly
crystalline
Silicon

1408x909
x42

210

14.3

24

2.9

766.5w/d
(279.77kw/y)

5.5/w
($1.5/w)

APEX
Rectangular
Rigid type
(Germany)

Poly
crystalline
Silicon

1605x909
x42

240

14.3

24

6.69

1051w/d
(383.69
kw/y)

5.5/w
($1.5/w)

7/watt
($1.91/w)

2 - Batterie

       TABLE 02

Brand

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Price (AED)

MAXIMA

12

100

550

MAXIMA

12

150

830

MAXIMA

12

200

1100

3 - Charge Controllers

       TABLE 03

Brand

Voltage (V)

Ampere Hours (AH)

Price (AED)

STECA

12/24

10

270

MAXIMA

12/34

30

350

XANTREX MPPT

12/24/48

60

2850

XANTREX MPPT

24/48

80

6600

MONRNINGSTAR MPPT

12/24/48

45

1770

MORNINGSTAR MPPT

12/24/48

60

2220
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4-Off-grid Inverter Inverter

       TABLE 04

Brand

Volt-amps/Watts

Voltage (V)

Price (AED)

SUKAM INVERTER + CHARGER
(INDIA)

800VA

12

520

SUKAM INVERTER + CHARGER

1400VA

24

750

SUKAM INVERTER + CHARGER

2500VA

48

2000

SUKAM INVERTER + CHARGER

5000VA

48

4500

XANTREX INVERTER + CHARGER
(USA)

4000VA

24

8700

XANTREX INVERTER + CHARGER

4500VA

48

9000

XANTREX INVERTER + CHARGER

6000VA

48

9300

MAXIMA INVERTER (TAIWAN)

600W

12

210

1000W

1000W

12

375

MAXIMA INVERTER

1500W

24

625

MAXIMA INVERTER

2000W

24

820

MAXIMA INVERTER

3000W

24

1410

STECA INVERTER
(SWITZERLAND)

200W

12

1230

STECA INVERTER

3000W

24

1370

STECA INVERTER

800W

12

4000

STECA INVERTER

2000W

24

6550

5- On-grid Inverter

       TABLE 05

Brand

Volt-amps/Watts

Voltage (V)

Price (AED)

SUKAM HYBRID UPS

850VA

12

700

6- Mounting Structures

       TABLE 06

Type

Price (AED)

STAND SOLAR MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR SINGLE PANEL

350

7- Wiring

      TABLE 07

Brand

Size of cross-section

Price

SOLARFLEX CABLES

1 x 2.5 SQ MM

AED 5/Meter

SOLARFLEX CABLES

1 x 4 SQ MM

AED 7/Meter

SOLARFLEX CABLES

1 x 6 SQ MM

AED 10/Meter

SOLARFLEX CABLES

1 x 10 SQ MM

AED 17/Meter

8 -Monitoring Equipment

       TABLE 08

Type

Price (AED)

XANTREX SYSTEM CONTROL PANEL SINGLE POINT FOR
CONTROLLING AND MONITORING

1050
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